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It it shown that Nenger'a theorem and the Max Plow 

Min Cut Theorem on networks are applications of the duality 

theorem of linear inequality theory. /   N 
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INTRODUCTION 

The problem dlscuaeed in this paper arises naturally in the 

study of transportation networks* Roughly stated, it is as 

follows. Consider a network connecting two nodes by way of a 

number of Intermediate nodes, and suppose the arcs and nodes 

can handle certain designated amounts of traffic per unit time. 

Assuming a steady state condition, find a maximal flow of 

traffic from one given node (the source) to the other (the sink). 

For example, let the network be that of Fig. 1 
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1 Fig. 1 'lg. 2 

where source and sink are denoted by + and * respectively, with 

flow capacities of the arcs and nodes as indicated. A maximal 
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2. BASES 

We turn momentarily to the question of what constitutes 

Id a basis,1- In order to note that the Hltchcock-Koopmans 
* 

transportation theory carries over to the flow problem. 

There ar^ (n+l) ♦ 2(n'fl) - 1 linearly Independent 

equations In the set (la), (lb), (3), since one of the set 

(la), (lb). Is redundant. Drop the first equation of (la) 

as the redundant one, and denote by X.., Y. , the column vectors 

of the coefficient matrix of the remaining equations corres- 

ponding to the variables x.., y.., respectively. 

It is clear that at least one of X.., Y.. must belong to 

any basis B. Thus the pairs 1J fall into one of three classes: 

» 

ok: those 1J for which X^ £ B, Yj, £ B; 

. f i    those 1J for which X^ CB, Y^ ^B; 

y: those 1J for which X^ ^B, Y1j £B. 

The number of pairs Ij of typeo^ls always 2n>l. For if there 

are k of type <»<, hence (n + 1) - k of types Hand är, then 

12 
'* Let £ a. .x. ■ b., x. > 0 (l - 1,... ,m) be the constraints 

of a linear programming problem, and suppose A - (a*,) has 

rank m. A set of m linearly Independent columns of A Is a 
"basis*1, the corresponding x. are "basic variables'*. The 

vector x • (x^...,x ) obtained by assigning non-basic variables 

zero values and solving the resulting equations for the basic 
variables Is called a basic solution". If x has non-negative 
components, it is termed a "basic feasible solution".  Geometri- 
cally, basic feasible solutions correspond to extreme points 
of the convex set defined by the constraints. 












